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On Differentiation of Set-Functions with some of its
Applications

By Syuiizi KAMETANI and Shizu ENOMOTO

If we want to generalize the known theorems on the relation be-
tween differentiation and integration to the case where the measure is
defined on a completely additive class of sets in an abstract space
without topology, we ought to avoid the use of the covering theorem
of VitalΓs type, which seems to depend more or less upon the dimen-
sional consideration of the space.

In 1936 RENE DE POSSEL in his elegant paper: Sur la derivation
άbstraite des functions d'ensemble (Journ. d. Math.) obtained some
general results which fulfil such demands. The aim of the present
paper is to generalize and develop his theory further and give some
of its applications.

§ 1. Preliminary

We shall mean by g a completely additive class of sets contained
in a fixed set E and satisfying the following two conditions : i) A, B e g
implies A—Beg, ii) A ; £ 3 (•? = 1,2,...) impliesXJjAjeg.

A function m(A) of sets A e g Will be called a measure defined in
JE7 if the following conditions 1°—3° are satisfied:

1°) 0^m(A)< + oo,
2°) m i s completely additive,
3°) E is decomposed into countably infinite sets E) of g of finite

m(Ej):

E = \JJEJ, m (Ej) < + oo, Ej <E;g ..

By 3°), the space E itself is a set of g.
Sets belonging to g will be called measurable, and the space E,

together with its measure, will be called the measure space which will
be denoted by @ = (E9 m) = (E, g, m).

By means of the measure m, we can define an outer measure m*
defined for every subset of E in the usual way:
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= inf m(B)

Consequently, there exists to each A C E a measurable A* ^ A such
that m* (il) = m (A*). Any set of outer measure m* zero will be Called
a set of measure zero. Naturally, thfe meaning of "almost" everywhere
is now obvious.

We say that a set-function Φ defined for all the measurable sets
of the measure space IS = (E, m) is m-absolutely continuous, if it satis-
fies the following conditions:

1) for all A eg, either - o o ^ Φ ( A ) < + p o or -oo<Φ(A) <-f <χ>,
2) Φ is completely additive,
3) m (A) = 0 implies Φ (A) = 0.
Theorem (Radon-Nikodym)1}

To each m-absolutely continuous set-function Φ defined in a measure
space (E, m), there exists a point-function f(p) defined on E such that

= f f(p)dm(p)

for every measurable A.
The function / will be called the derivative of Φ.

§2. Systems of Neighborhoods, Differentiation.

Let Λ (p) be a directed set associated with p eE.
We mean by the system of neighbouhoods of p a system (S3)*,, of

families 5Sλ(p), associated with λeΆ(p), of m-measurable sets V(p),
which satisfies the following oondition: λ<^λ' implies SSλ (p)^S3λ/ O).
This definition clearly does not presuppose any topological conside-
ration of the space E.

Given a system of neighborhoods of each peAr the subset of E,
the totality of these systems for p running over A is called the system
of neighborhoods oί'A and is denoted by (93) .̂

Let \V(p)\ be any set C V / λ * W We shall say that the set
\V(p)\ has the property (L) with respέct to "(SS), if S5λ (p) f\ ί ^ (p) |Φ0
for every λ€Λ(p).

Now let \V(p) pe A] be any set C\J'peΛ\Jy&λ(p). We shall say
that the set \V(p); pei4} has the property (L) with respect to (5$),,
if at each point peA the set (Vlp)} C \V(p); peA\ has the property
(L) with respect to

1) S. Saks: Theory of the inte^raΓ0^37), Chap. I,
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We may introduce the concept of limit concerning these systems
of neighborhoods in the following way:

Let σ be a set-function defined on 5$λ(p), the least upper bound
of the numbers μ such that \V(p); σ-(V(p))^>μ\ has the property (L)
with respect to (3S)P, is called the superior limit of σ at p concerning
(SB),, and is denoted by lim sup <r(F(p)). The inferior limit, lim inf
<r(V(p))> is now defined by symmetry.

From these definitions follows immediately:

lim inf <r{V(p)) <1 lim sup <r(V(p)).

Then as usual we may define lim σ (V (p)) concerning (SB), as the
common value of both sides of the above inequality coincide.

Replacing σ(F(p)) by the quotient Φ (V (p))/m (V (p)), we obtain
the definition of the upper derivate, D(p) = \im sup (Φ(V(p))/m(V(p))),
the lower derivate, D (p) = lim ipt (Φ (V{p))/m (V (p))) and the derivate,
D (p) = D.(p) = D(p) at p concerning (SB), of the completely additive
set-function Φ with respect to m.

Similiarly the upper and the lower density at p of a set 4 C £ are

lim sup {m{A[\V(p))/m(y{p)\ limJnf (m(Af\V(p))/m{V{p)j)

respectively, and the density at p is their common value when they
coincide.

Needless to say, these definitions of derivates of completely addi-
tive set functions are the generalization of ordinary ones.

§3. The relation between derivatives and derivates.

Let us begin with stating without proofs the following two funda-
mental lemmas obtained by Posseί:

Lemma 1. Given two measurable functions f (p) and g(p) defined
in the measure space (E, m), let us suppose that if, at every point p of
a subset A C 2? with m* (A)^> 0, holds g (p) ^> α, then there exists a
point po€A such that f(po)^a. From this assumption, we can con-
clude that f {p)^g (p) holds almost everywhere in E. Regarding the
opposite sign of inequality, we can conclude similarly:

Lemma 2 Let Φ be an m-absolutely continuous set-function defined
in the measure space @ = (2?, m). Suppose f(p) is the derivative of Φ
with respect to m. If, for each ACZΪ3 with m* (A) ̂ > 0, we have
Φ(A*) ^a m{A*),then we have also f(p)^> a almost everywhere in B.
Regarding the opposite sign of inequality, ive can conclude similarly.

Theorem 1. Let (%$)p be a system of neighborhoods of the measure
space (E, m), and A be any set of positive outer measure m*. If we
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have Φ(A*)^ α wι(A*) or Φ(A*)< α wι(Λ*) according as Φ(V)^a m(V)
or Φ(F) < α wt(F) /or everg/ neighborhood V (p) belonging to | F ( p ) ;
peA\ with the property (L) wiίλ respect to (%$)A, then the derivative
of Φ is equal to the derivate concerning (33 )p at almost every point p
of E.

Proof. If D^>a at a point p, then by the definition of derivates
the class \V(p)\ jyith Φ(F(p))>α>m(Ύ(p)) has the property (L).
Suppose Aλ= \p D (p) > α}> has positive outer measure. Since {V (p)
peA\ has the property (L) with respect to (33)̂ ,, we have Φ(£*)!> α

w(B*) for every s e t S C ^ with m H i (β)>0. By Lemma 2, we have,
almost everywhere on Alt

Similarly we have

/(p) ^ fl (p)

almost everywhere on Alf thus the proof is accomplished.
We see easily from Lemma 2 that the boundedness of the deriva-

tive of an absolutely continuous, completely additive set-function Φ
amounts to the fact that there exists a constant k for which

for every measurable ACZE.
We shall now investigate the property of the system of neighbor-

hoods for which the derivative and the derivate of the set-function of
the kind mentioned above coincide with, each other almost everywhere.
To this purpose, the subsequent Lemmas 3 and 4 are the preparatory,
the proofs of which are almost identical with the ones given by Possel
in the paper already cited and omitted here.

Lemma 3. Let © = (ί7, m) be a measure space, in which a system
\V(p); peE\t not necessarily of neighborhoods, but merely of measur-
able sets V(p) associated with each peE is given. Then, the following
condition (α) implies the following (6) :

(a) For every A with m*(A)>0, there exists a pβA and V(p)
e \ V (p.) pe.E\ such that

where a is a constant satisfying
(6) In a set A of positive outer measure m*,. there exists a se-

quence of points \pn\ and a sequence, Vn (pή) e \ V(p) p e E\ in = 1, 2,...)
such that
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Lemma 4. Let \ V(p) peE\ be a system of measurable sets, in
(E, m), satisfying the condition (6) for every a with 0 <] cc <^ 1. Suppose
a completely additive, m-absolutely continuous set-function Φ such that
Φ(A) <^k m(A) for some constant k and for every measurable ACZE
satisfies, at every point p of A of positive outer measure m*f

Φ(F(p)) 2> α

where V (p) e {V (p) p e E \. Then, we have

Φ(A*) ^ α.tn(4*).

TΛβ case of opposite sign of inequality holds similarly.
Theorem 2. Suppose in a measure space (? = (E, m) the system

of neighborhoods (33)̂  is given. Then the following 4 conditions A)-D)
are equivalent with each other.

A) For every \V(p); peE\ having the property (L) with respect
to the system (55), and for every a with 0<^a<^ 1, we may find a point
p in every set A(CZt?) of positive outer measure m*, and V(p)£ \V(p)',

,peE\ such that m*(A f\V(p))^ a*m(V(p)).
B) For every \V(p); peE] having the property (L) with respect

to the system (SB), and for every a such that Q<^a<Λ, there exists a
sequence of points pn and a sequence of Vn(pn)e \V(p); peE\ satisfy-

ing () (f\Jnn) Σ J
C) Let Φ be a completely additive, m-absolutely continuous set-

function with a bounded derivative. Then, the derivative is identical
with the derivate with respect to (93)̂  almost everywhere.

D) The density of a measurable set A with respect to the system
(33)^ is equal to a constant 1 at almost every point of A.

Proof. We have only to show A->B-*C->D->A. A->Bis obvious
from Lemma 3. B -> C is obvious from Lemma 4 and Theorem 1.
C—•D is given in the paper of Possel already cited, D—• A is obvious.

If the system of neighborhoods in @ = (E, m) satisfies the follow-
ing more restricted condition (B*) instead of (B), then more precise
is the result.

B*) // \V(p); peE\ has the property (L) with respect to .(35),,
then, for every set A of positive outer measure mH< and for every <ζ>0,
there exists a sequence of points pneA and Vn (pn) e {V(p) peE\
(w = 1,2,...) satisfying m(A*) = m(A*f\\JVn),
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Theorem 3. // the system of neighborhoods (93)̂  satisfies the con-
dition (/?*), then the following (C*) holds:

. C*) If Φ is a completely additive, m -absolutely continuous set-func-
tion satisfying the condition that | Φ (A) | < .̂+ oo for every measurable
A of finite measure, then the denivative and the derivate, of Φ, are
equal to each other almost everywhere on E.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Φ is
always non-negative by the decomposition theorem of Jordan. Let
ί V (p) p 6 E! be any set having the property (L) with respect to
(93)a, and A C S ' be any set of positive outer measure m*. To each
βt > 0 such that Σ £ι < + °°» we may find pin e A and Vtn (pin) e {V (p)
p € #} (^ = 1,2,...) satisfying

Writing F, = V/nV<f>> Ct = F.; - A*, we have m [Vt) = m (C() 4- m (F, A A*)
= mtCj+m(A*)<m(A*)+ Vso t h a t w ^ X ^ . Putting B = \JiCi we
find m (J?) ̂  Σ m (CJ <[ Σ£<<C + °°»which shows, from the assumption on
Φ, that, to each ?;> 0, there exists an integer j such that |Φ(C./)|<072).
If for every V(p) belonging to a system {V(p); p€A} associated
with A holds Φ(V) 2> α m(F), then follows Φ ( F w ί ) ^ α m(yw ί) which
shows also Φ ( y j ^ α mCyf) for every i. If Φ ( A * ) < α m(A*), where
a is obviously > 0 , then taking η so that a m(A*)—Φ(A*)>9; > 0 ,
we would have, as |Φ(C/)j<j7,

for some /, and consequently

which is a contradiction. Hence, Φ (A*) ^ a m (A*), which shows, from
Theorem 1, that (C*) holds true.

§ 4. Differentiation in a metric space.

Let R be a locally bicompact metric spέce composed of countably
infinite bicompact sets. Consequently, R is perfectly separable.

Let m be a completely additive measure defined on the class of
Borel sets in R which takes a finite value for any bicompact Borel set
in R, and m* be the outer measure of m.

2> S. Saks: hoc. ci. Cap. I, | ^,3.
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We shall apply our results obtained to this measure space

Theorem 4. (EXISTENCE OF THE SYSTEM OF NEIGHBORHOODS)

There is, in 9ΐ, the system of neighborhoods in R and satisfies the
condition (2?*).

Proof. 1°) Let the distance between x and y be p (#, y)< Since
the closure of an open sphere

θ^ = \y; p(x,y)<£(x)l

is, for a suitable choice of £(»>>0, bicompact, we may find, at each
point x, a complete system of neighborhoods, \θξUxj\, satisfying the
following conditions:

£t(x) < .2- f (i = l,2,...), 6, (x) > β2(x) ̂  ........

the closure θl1^ of <9f*Ca0 is bicompact, and m ( ^ C a ? ) ) = m ( ^ C a ? ) ) . For
the suitable choice of XjΈR ( ; = 1 , 2,...), we may write R^KJjθl]^^
by our assumption on R.
Putting e'x\<-xd = i19 θl\c^-Ίλ = I2i θll^-ihKJh)^!*,..., we find

R - 1 / Λ I » ( / J ) • = ^(IJ) U = 1,2,...)

where /̂  are bicompact. To each point αe/^ correspond a sphere
^ ) , and we shall find a finite number of such spheres
; = 1,... , nx) such that

Writing

we shall call {/llf... ,/1Ml} the division of {/x} which will be denoted
by Z)}. This process may be repeated if we replace 7X by ϊv ( / = 1 , . . . ,
wj andj9f2 W by.fSsζβ;) (αG/υ), whence we have a finite sequence I{,
I[>... . Now repeat this argument for each IJf and we shall obtain a
sequence of division {D{, D{,...}. Let Dn be the superposition of the
divisions Dl, Dl,... . We call the w-th grating of R and I(eDn) a
mesh of w-th grating.

The sequence \Dj\ of the gratings has the following properties:
ί) m (/) = ; m (7) for any J e Z)w (w = 1, 2,...),

ii) if 7lf 72 6 7>w and 7X =+= 72, then 7Z Λ h = 0,
iii) A, is the refinement of 7>w_! {n = 2,3,...),
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iv) at each point aeR, there exists a sequence of meshes \In\
such that IneDnt In+1cZIn and f\ϊn3a.

But such f\ ϊn can have only one point α, for, the diameter of
'/„+! is ^2- ( w + 1 ) by the construction of θliζΛ.

2°) We notice here that, for a fixed point a of Ry there is, if
any, only one sequence [In\ which satisfies

f\In = [a], IneDn (w = l,2,...), / « > / Λ + 1 .

Then {/„} will be the complete system of neighborhoods of the
point a. The set of points a where the system of meshes {/„} existe
will be denoted by Ro. Then we find easily m(R—Ro) — 0. As regards
the point a£R—R0, let be its complete system of neighborhoods.
Thus, at every point of R, we have defined the complete system of
neighborhoods, which we shall denote by {Vt(a); aeR}.

We shall now show that this system satisfies the condition .(/?*).
Since m*(A) = inf m(Z7), where ί/ is an open set such that U .^>A, we
may find to each £ > 0 an open set U such that U ̂  A and

m(U) < m*(A) + 8*\

For the validity of (JB*)f we have only to show that for any complete
system ® of neighborhoods such that C \Vt(a); aeR\ and for any
a ( 0 < α < l ) , the condition (6) is satisfied.

The complete systems of neighborhoods of a set A belonging to
® will be denoted by 3H. Let every mesh /C?7 such that IeD1

A ® 4 be denoted /},... , Jι

nχ) and every mesh /^(R-\JjJ)) f\ϋ such
that IeD2f\Ί)Λ will be denoted by /?,... , /*,. Replace (R-\Jjj}) f\ U
by (R-((\JJJ))\J'CJjj))))ί\U and D2 by Z>lf" and we may go on inde-
finitely. We have thus obtained a sequence of meshes \Jpj\ any two
of which have no point in commop.

To show

Af\R0 C \JΠ (Cf/),

take, at each point aeA f\R0, a sequence of meshes \Iaj\ such that
Iaj-e^Λ

t lajeDaj, IajZ^Iaj+i, P\Iaj= \a\. For a fixed a, we can take
n so large that

el c u,

and consequently, Ian C θa C l / and Ian € Da*. Let us notice here

3) K. Kodaira: Uber die Beziehung zwischen den Massen und den Topologien in
einer Gruppe. Proc. Phys.-Math Soc. Japan, Vol. 23 (1^41), p. 83.
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that Dan is, for some k, the fc-th grating.
If aCJl\J... V/Sb'Λv then ae\Jjnj. On the other hand, we

have Ian€DΛ, aeIaneDkf from which follows Ian€ \J\, ..*, J\J so that
we have ae\Jjnj. Writing again {/„} for {Jnj\. we find, from / B G S J ,
Jn = V(an), aneA. Hence, F(α w )eS)C {F,(α), αei?} and at last we
find

from which we have

)) ^ m(ί7)

where F(αn) A ^ ( O — 0 (wφw), and our proof is completed.
Comparing these results with those already mentioned, we can

state the following theorem:
Theorem 5. In the space 3ΐ = (R, m), we can define a complete

system of neighborhoods j V€ (a) a e R, i = 1, 2,...} with respect to which
any measurble set has the density 1 almost everywhere on it, and any
completely additive, m-absolutely continuous set-function Φ such that
|Φ(A)|<^-foo if m(A)<^ + oo has the derivate which coincides with
its derivative almost everywhere.

(Received October 1, 1950)






